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Abstract
This paper evaluates the degree to which partisanship is influenced by the sorting of like-minded
individuals into neighborhoods. While many view high levels of contemporary social and political
polarization as the consequence of increased geographic concentration of partisans, we place an
upper bound estimate on this effect and show that sorting of individuals into neighborhoods
explains at most 11% of the observed variation in party registration. Once we account for race
this upper bound estimate is reduced to just over 4%, indicating that if individuals do sort
into neighborhoods, they do so by race. However, given the history of institutionalized racial
segregation in the United States we are cautious in interpreting our upper bound estimate as
evidence of purposeful racial sorting. Instead, we view our main result as the ultimate effect of
a long history of geographic segregation based upon features which now systematically covary
with political attitudes.
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Introduction

The social divisions that characterize the American electorate exhibit a remarkable degree of partisan homophily (Huckfeldt, Mendez, and Osborn 2004, Mutz 2006). More than ever, Republican
and Democrat serve as social identities similar to race, ethnicity, or religion in terms of their impact on attitudes and behaviors not directly related to politics. Partisanship of this sort creates an
out-group about whom survey respondents increasingly ascribe undesirable attributes and express
negative attitudes towards (Iyengar and Westwood 2015, Levendusky et al. 2015). What is more,
the growing isolation of Americans in co-partisan social networks may exacerbate the polarization
of attitudes by removing exposure to ideas and information that fail to conform with individuals’
priors (Sunstein 2009, Klar 2014).
In this paper we evaluate a form of sorting proposed as a fundamental cause of these broader
trends, the sorting of individuals into communities by party or other social factors that map closely
onto partisanship (Bishop 2009, Sussell 2013, Gimpel and Hui 2015). Exploiting data describing over
6 million voters, we place an upper bound on the proportion of observed variation in partisanship
explained by households sorting into neighborhoods and the proportion explained by individuals
sorting into households, respectively. We show that at most 11% of the variance in party-registration
can be explained by households sorting into neighborhoods, and we find that the underlying social
factors that drive individuals to sort into households of similar partisanship are 4.4 as large as those
that drive neighborhood sorting.
When we conduct the same exercise after accounting for sorting by race, our upper bound estimate of neighborhood sorting is reduced by more than half, now explaining just over 4% of the
total variation in observed partisanship. What is more, after adjusting for households’ race profile,
the factors that explain household partisan sorting increase by over thirty percent relative to those
that drive neighborhood sorting. This suggests that if individuals do sort into neighborhoods, it is
for the most part a consequence of race and not party. Still, we are cautious in interpreting this as
evidence of overt racial sorting. Rather, the United States’ history of institutionalized racial segregation suggests that sharp racial boundaries persist in constraining people’s neighborhood choices.
As such, this result indicates that almost none of the observed variation in partisanship can be
1

explained by partisan geographic sorting. Instead, the persistent impact of housing discrimination,
racial segregation, and Jim Crow affect the spatial distribution of political partisanship through
their lasting influence on the spatial distribution of racial groups.
The extant empirical evidence on partisan geographic sorting is mixed. On the one hand, survey
respondents express a clear preference for neighborhoods that contain a greater proportion of copartisans (Hui 2013, Gimpel and Hui 2015, Mummolo and Nall 2017). On the other hand, when
focused upon observational measures of sorting the empirical results are inconclusive. A number
of studies find evidence in favor of partisan geographic sorting, where Democratic and Republican
voters select into communities that match with their partisanship (McDonald 2011, Sussell 2013,
Motyl et al. 2014). Still others find little evidence of partisan sorting of this sort (Abrams and
Fiorina 2012, Mummolo and Nall 2017).
It is important to note that our findings reflect an upper bound on the relationship between
partisanship and neighborhood geography but establish neither the existence or the direction of a
causal relationship between geography and partisan choice. However, if such a causal relationship
exists, our estimates establish its maximum possible value. For instance, it is possible that the
pattern we observe is only an indirect consequence of the similarity of neighbors along dimensions
correlated with but distinct from political views, reflecting an indirect form of partisan sorting.
Furthermore, it could also be the case that any pattern we observe is driven by reverse-causality,
where the correlation between neighborhood and party identification could arise because households
acquire a given partisanship upon being influenced by their neighbors or neighborhood characteristics. Whatever the case may be, this article provides an upper bound on the explanatory power
of party on the choice of neighborhood (or vice-versa).
In an absolute sense our results indicate that only a very small proportion of party affiliation
is explained by the factors that drive sorting by geography. Furthermore, our results suggest that
this effect is even smaller when compared to the factors that explain within-household similarities
in partisan choice. This is not surprising since families share both genetic and social traits that
contribute to a high within-unit correlation. Indeed, a wide range of empirical studies give evidence
of assortive mating based upon political attitudes and preferences (Alford et al. 2011, Huber and
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Malhotra 2012, Klofstad, McDermott, and Hatemi 2013). Spouses’ political attitudes display correlations that are as strong or stronger than nearly all other social and biometric inter-spousal traits
(Alford et al. 2011). Similarly, the persistence of political attitudes from parents to children is one
of the most well documented regularities in the study of political behavior (Jennings, Stoker, and
Bowers 2009, Jennings and Niemi 2015), which is widely supported by the upper bound estimates
provided in this article. In all, our findings suggest that uncovering the social conditions that drive
the construction of homophilous household units in respect to political preferences is a promising
avenue for future research.

2

Statistical Model

To start we develop a statistical model for estimating an upper bound of partisan geographical
sorting.1 Let ynhi be the party choice of voter i, in household h, and neighborhood n. Assume that
the decision to become a partisan is given by the following linear model:

ynhi = α0 xnh + β 0 zn + unhi

(1)

Where xnh represents all the observable and unobservable characteristics common to household
members that determine both their decision to sort into a specific household and their individual
party choice, zn represents all the observable and unobservable neighborhood characteristics that
have an impact on partisanship, and uihn is a vector of individual-specific characteristics that
influence party choice, but are orthogonal to both the decision to sort into a household and to
neighborhood effects. We assume that household characteristics (α0 xnh ) and neighborhood features
(β 0 zn ) have a (weakly) positive correlation. So long as households with similar backgrounds on
dimensions correlated with the party choice sort in neighborhoods with common features, this
correlation will be non-negative and we can identify the upper bound we seek to characterize.
Still, if we could perfectly observe all relevant variables that influence individual partisanship,
we could estimate Equation 1 without bias. Since this is not possible, we compare the covariance in
1

The framework we adopt has been widely used by labor economists in similar contexts. See, for example Page
and Solon (2003).
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party choice across individuals in the same household to the covariance in party choice of individuals
within different households but in the same neighborhood. The covariance between two voters in
the same household, the family covariance, is given by:

Cov(ynhi , ynhi0 ) = V ar(α0 xnh ) + V ar(β 0 zn ) + 2Cov(α0 xnh , β 0 zn )

(2)

Under the assumption that households sort into neighborhoods based on shared preferences, the
covariance in Equation 2 will be positive as 2Cov(α0 xnh , β 0 zn ) ≥ 0. Similarly, the covariance between two voters in the same neighborhood but from different households, the neighbor covariance,
is given by:

Cov(ynhi , ynh0 i0 ) = Cov(α0 xnh , α0 xnh0 ) + 2Cov(α0 xnh , β 0 zn ) + V ar(β 0 zn )

(3)

Note that the covariances are identical with the exception of the first term. Thus, if the family
covariance is higher than the neighbor covariance, then V ar(α0 xnh ) > Cov(α0 xnh , α0 xnh0 ), which
means that party choice is better explained by household-specific characteristics than geographical
sorting, i.e., households sorting into neighborhoods with similar partisan preferences.
The neighbor covariance in party choice has three components, two of which represent the
sorting of households into neighborhoods – intended or unintended – and one that is a pure neighborhood effect on partisanship. Our substantive interest is in the effect of individuals sorting into
neighborhoods to be near households similar to their own, and is given by Cov(α0 xnh , α0 xnh0 ). This
reflects, for example, a desire to live near families that share similar beliefs, other households of the
same race, or more directly individuals that share the same political attitudes.
The second component, 2Cov(xnh , zn ), is similar but reflects individuals sorting by neighborhood characteristics that correlate with their household-specific preferences. These could include
cultural amenities, access to public transportation or green spaces, and even the level of political
activity in the neighborhood. This component would capture the share of partisanship that can be
explained by correlation between the household characteristics and these neighborhood traits.
The final component of the neighbor covariance, V ar(β 0 zn ), represents the portion of the vari-
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ation in party choice that is explained by a pure neighborhood effect. That is, this gives impact
on party choice of neighborhood features that are not directly correlated with household-specific
traits. This term reflects any reverse causal relationship where neighborhoods themselves directly
impact the partisan choices.
The estimation of neighbor covariances does not allow us to disentangle the pure neighborhood
effect from the effects of sorting. It nevertheless gives us the maximal possible impact of sorting
when the pure neighborhood effect is zero (the pure neighborhood effect is a variance, therefore it
is always nonzero). It follows that this is an upper bound on the explanatory power of sorting on
partisanship.2

2.1

Accounting for Race

If we could observe some variable that determines both sorting and partisanship, then we could
obtain a more precise estimate of the upper-bound of partisan sorting. Since there is substantial
evidence that race is central to partisanship in the United States (Hutchings and Valentino 2004),
we directly account for it and provide evidence that race explains a large share of our baseline upper
bound estimate of partisan sorting. In Equation 4 we decompose party choice into the effects of
race (γ 0 rnhi ), and an orthogonal component enhi .

ynhi = γ 0 rnhi + enhi

(4)

Notice that this orthogonal component still includes household characteristics, neighborhood
characteristics, and a true individual-specific shock as in Equation 1. Again, because of omitted variables, estimating this equation directly would result in a biased estimate. Still, we can
decompose this equation into household and neighbor covariances as follows:

Cov(ynhi , ynhi0 ) = Cov(γ 0 rnhi , γ 0 rnhi0 ) + Cov(enhi , enhi0 ) + 2Cov(γ 0 rnhi , enhi0 )

(5)

2
or vice-versa, given that the estimation strategy employed here uncovers neither the existence nor the direction
of a potential causal relationship between sorting and partisan choice.
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Cov(ynhi , ynhi0 ) = Cov(γ 0 rnhi , γ 0 rnh0 i0 ) + Cov(enhi , enh0 i0 ) + 2Cov(γ 0 rnhi , enh0 i0 )

(6)

As before, all three components of both neighborhood and household covariances can be estimated.
The first term in both equations represents the share of the covariance directly explained by race.
The second component is the direct impact of sorting on factors that are orthogonal to race. The
third component is the impact on partisanship coming from the covariance between the voter’s
own preferences that are orthogonal to race, and the race of her neighbors.3 Together the second
and third terms represent the combined impact of sorting and pure effects of households and
neighborhoods, respectively.

3

Data

We estimated the upper bound on neighborhood sorting using the universe of registered voters
in North Carolina which we obtained from the North Carolina State Bureau of Elections’s voter
registration file. These data were downloaded from the NBSE’s website http://dl.ncsbe.gov/
in April 2017 and describe the party registration, self-identified race, and address of over 6 million
registered voters.4
Since it is the smallest unit of geography for which the census department records measures
of income and inequality, we treat the block-group as defined in the 2010 census as our primary
measure of neighborhood. In our sample, there are 6,103 block groups for which data is available.
In the appendix we provide results for different neighborhood aggregations (census tract, and grids
based on latitude and longitude).5
We treat a dummy that takes on a value of one if a given voter is a registered Democrat
3

For example, a voter with preference for outdoor activities will potentially interact more with neighbors of a
different race, which might further influence its own political preferences.
4
We focus upon North Carolina for two reasons. First, it is one of the few states who record and make available
data on the racial backgrounds of voters. Second, among the states that record race only North Carolina and
Pennsylvania are close to demographically representative of the national electorate in terms of party-registration.
However, Pennsylvania does not make their voter registration file publicly available in its entirety.
5
In Table A.1 (appendix) we provide descriptive statistics by party registration. Democrats are more likely to be
female, live in a densely populated poor neighborhood with a larger share of black neighbors, and are also considerably
more likely to be black.
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as our main outcome of interest. In the appendix (Table A.3) we provide estimates where we
treat Republican registration, or third-party registration, as the outcome.6 Under these alternative
specifications the upper bound estimates for the effects of sorting are even smaller. As such, the
base-case specification presented in this paper is the most conservative estimate of this upper
bound. Measures of uncertainty are obtained by bootstrapping our estimates using 200 repetitions,
drawing samples with equal number of neighborhoods with replacement, and randomizing over
neighborhoods. The full estimation procedure is detailed in the supplemental appendix.

4

Results

In column y of Table 1 we decompose the total variance of the residualized outcomes into two
components: family covariance and neighbor covariance. The family and neighbor correlations are
obtained by dividing the covariances by the total variance, and represent the share of total variation
in party choice that is explained by the covariance between household members, and neighbors.
The family covariance accounts for 0.47 of the total variation in party registration. By contrast,
the neighbor covariance accounts for 0.11 of the total variation. This is effectively the upper bound
of partisan sorting into neighborhoods. Moreover, the ratio of these covariances represents the
upper bound on the relative importance of these two sets of factors in defining partisanship. Since
the covariance across household members is more than four times larger than the covariance across
neighbors, it indicates that the household characteristics upon which voters match are far more
important in explaining partisanship than geographical sorting.

4.1

The Role of Race

As we have shown in Equations 5 and 6, the variance in party registration can be further decomposed in three components: direct effect of racial sorting, direct effects of other unobserved
factors orthogonal to race, and the effect of the interaction between a voter’s unobserved factors
and the race of her neighbors and vice-versa. This decomposition is given in columns γ 0 r, e, and
2Cov(γ 0 r, e), respectively.
6

In this Table, we treat voters registered for parties other than the Democrat or Republican parties as independent.
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Table 1: Decomposition of the Variance in Party Registration
y

γ0r

e

2Cov(γ 0 r, e)

Total Variance

0.233
(0.001)

0.055
(0.001)

0.178
(0.000)

Family Covariance

0.109
(0.000)

0.047
(0.001)

0.055
(0.000)

0.008
(0.000)

Neighbor Covariance

0.025
(0.001)

0.015
(0.001)

0.005
(0.000)

0.006
(0.000)

Family Correlation
Neighbor Correlation

0.469
0.109

0.200
0.062

0.236
0.022

0.033
0.024

Note: In the first column (y), we decompose the total variance in party registration into the
components explained by family and neighborhood. In columns 2-4, we further decompose the
total variance components into the share of party registration explained by race (γ 0 r), the share
explained by all other factors that are orthogonal to race (e), and their covariance (2Cov(γ 0 r, e)).
Family and neighborhood correlations are calculated by dividing the value of the corresponding
family or neighbor covariance by the total variation in y, given in the first cell of the table.

In the second column (γ 0 r) we present the decomposition of variation in party registration that is
be explained by race. Race alone explains roughly one-quarter of the total variation in party choice.
When we further decomposed the variation in party choice into family and neighbor covariances we
show that sorting by race accounts for 57% of our estimated upper bound on the family covariance
and 43% of the upper bound or neighborhood sorting.
In the third column (e), we decompose variation in party registration into that predicted by all
unobserved factors orthogonal to race, and in the fourth column (2cov(γ 0 r, e)), the effects of the
covariance between individual unobserved factors and the neighbors’ race, and vice-versa. The sum
of the neighbor covariance in the last two columns is the upper bound of partisan sorting effects
on party choice adjusted for race. This accounts for just 4.6% of the total variation in outcomes.
Finally, after adjusting for race, the estimated upper bound on the ratio of the explanatory power
of household and neighborhood sorting increases to 5.8 (from 4.4 before accounting for race).
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Conclusion

In this paper we have provided evidence against the importance of neighborhood sorting in determining partisanship. In all, we find at most 11% of the observed variation in party registration can
be explained by neighborhood sorting. Moreover, once we account for race this upper bound falls
by more than half to just over 4%. Because of the persistence of institutionalized barriers to racial
integration we are reluctant to interpret this as evidence of overt racial sorting. Instead we view
our findings as evidence in support the long-lasting impact of policies designed to geographically
segregate racial groups. Race, in turn, strongly predicts partisanship, yielding our result. Additionally, we find that household-specific characteristics explain party choice better than neighborhood
features, indicating that the underlying social factors that lead individuals to sort into households
with similar political views play a much more substantial role in partisan choice than spatial sorting.
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